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This paper presents a room equalization method based on
iterative simple complex smoothing of measured acoustic
impulse responses. This is useful in cases of long duration
impulse responses. Corresponding time reduced impulse
responses are derived which conform to perceptual
principles. The smoothed impulse responses are then used
to design equalization filters. Results from an audioconferencing reverberant room using objective and
subjective tests show that we can improve the measured
and perceived quality of audio reproduction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Direct equalization of room acoustics based on inverse
filtering of measured mixed-phase impulse responses
introduces a number of theoretical and practical problems.
Particularly, the required extremely long lengths of the
inverse filters and their sensitivity to possible changes in
the listener position inside the room [1], [2]. When the
smoothed room impulse response was used for the design
of `inverse filters` for audio or acoustic digital
equalization applications, it was found that the effect of
smoothing was desirable since it was allowing the design
of filters with lower sensitivity – from the perceptual point
of view - to possible changes in the listener position inside
the room [3], [4], [5]. The work presented here is based on
the concept of complex smoothing performed by the
simple case of constant bandwidth filters for `inverse
filter` design for acoustic impulse responses equalization.
This concept is adopted because modified impulse
response functions could be derived, which would present
functions of reduced complexity and also be in agreement
with the perceptual principles. The work presented in this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
theory of the simple complex smoothing [3]. In Section 3
an equalization filter design method is proposed, which is
based on iterative simple complex smoothing. Section 4
shows the magnitude equalization performance results
achieved using this proposed method in the context of a
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room
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SIMPLE COMPSLEX SMOOTHING

Let us consider a discrete-time room impulse
response h n and its discrete-frequency response H k ,
where 0 d n d N  1 , 0 d k d N  1 and N is the number of
samples, representing the impulse response length. Then
the complex smoothing operation for the simple case of
constant bandwidth filter can be described as a circular
convolution [3]:
H cs k H k Wsm k
(1)
where denotes the operation of circular convolution and
Wsm k is a spectral smoothing function having the
general form of a low-pass filter.
This is equivalent in the time domain to:
hcs n h n Nwsm n
(2)
where wsm n being the inverse DFTsequence of Wsm k .
To consider this spectral smoothing function in a halfwindow sense for both parts of the symmetric spectrum
Wsm k
must
be
written
as:

Wsm k

 b  b  1 cos Sk / m
,
°
2b m  1  1
°
°° b  b  1 cos S k  N / m ,
®
2b m  1  1
°
°0
°
°¯

k

0,1,..., m

k

N  m, N  m  1 ,..., N  1

k

m  1,..., N  m  1

(3)
where m (samples) is defined as the smoothing index
corresponding to the length of the half window.
When b 1 , this function represents an ideal low-pass
filter (rectangular frequency smoothing function),

Wsm k
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(4)
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In this case the corresponding time window function
which is represented with a sinc function wsm n can be
evaluated easily as:
1 sin Sn 2m  1 / N
wsm n
(5)
N Sn 2m  1 / N
Given that H k is a complex function; in general

Wsm k should be a complex function. However, the
preceding expressions represent it as a real function,
assuming it to be a zero-phase function. This assumption
was adopted because of physical considerations, since
with smoothing it is required to avoid imposition of any
unwanted effects on the phase of the original function and
it is also desirable to maintain the half-window time
profile appropriate for capturing transient data of the
acoustic impulse response that are significant to the
listener (direct signal and first reflections).
3.

EQUALIZATION FILTER DESIGN BASED
ON ITERATIVE SIMPLE COMPLEX
SMOOTHING

In order to overcome the known problems of direct
equalization as stated in the introduction, we propose in
this section an equalization method based on iterative
simple complex smoothing of room impulse responses. In
this method the original room impulse response h n is
assumed to be the result of smoothing operation in the
time domain of an initial one (its length was 2 N ) by a half
smoothing window wsm n of N samples. Then in the first
iteration h n will be halved in length after the application

N
of a half smoothing window wsm n of samples. As a
2
result a reduced-length complex smoothed impulse
response hcs n will be produced and a minimum-phase
inverse impulse response g cs, mp n for smoothed response
magnitude equalization will be evaluated by using the
homomorphic method [6], since the smoothed response
may present a mixed-phase character. This minimumphase inverse impulse response g cs, mp n will be the
`equalization filter`, employed on the original acoustic
impulse response h n according to the following
expression:
heq n h n g cs, mp n
(6)
The iteration process is repeated only if the result of the
smoothing operation will be meaningful, that is, the early
time components (direct signal and first reflections) of the
already smoothed impulse response hcs n must be
preserved when halving it again with a half smoothing
window wsm n . The procedure may be stated as follows:
1. Set the iteration index i to 0 and choose the
parameters b and m .
2. Compute the spectral smoothing window
N
Wsm k using (3) for k 0,1,2,...., i .
2
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3.

Compute the corresponding time smoothing
window wsm n by using the IDFT and apply it
for n

4.

0,1,2,....,

Compute
response hsm

i 1

N
2i 1
the

.
smoothed

impulse

n as:

hcs i 1 n

hcs i n

N
2i

wsm n

(7)

where hcs 0 n h n .
5. Evaluate the corresponding minimum-phase
inverse impulse response g cs , mp i 1 n using the
homomorphic method
Compute the equalized room impulse response
heq n as:

6.

heq n

hn

7. Increment i , i

i 1 .

4.

g cs , mp i 1 n

(8)

RESULTS

The proposed method was applied to a measured acoustic
impulse response of an audio-conferencing room at a
sampling frequency of 16 kHz and recorded to N 8192
(Figure 1) [8]. In this example three iterations ( i 0,1,2 )
of the smoothing process using an initial half smoothing
window (Figure 2 - b 0.5 and m 3 ) was needed to
preserve the initial transient portion of the acoustic
impulse response. A reduced-length of the smoothed
response hcs 3 n (Figure 3) was produced and then used to
construct the appropriate minimum-phase inverse impulse
response g cs , mp 3 n by using an iterative version of the
homomorphic method [7] with an optimum number of
iterations L 8 . This means that g cs , mp 3 n is constructed
by 8 successive convolutions of partially calculated
minimum-phase inverse impulse responses g cs , mp1 / 8 n
(Figure 4). The particular choice of this iterative version
over the standard method is because of reduced time
domain aliasing given a fixed number N for DFT
computation.
In order to assess the performance of our algorithm, we
used an objective frequency domain error criterion, which
estimates the standard deviation of the magnitude
response from a constant level [2]. The error criterion
' dB is given as follows:

'

ª1
«
¬« N

N 1

¦

10 log10 H k  H m

k 0

2º

»
¼»

1/ 2

(9)

where:
Hm

1
N

N 1

¦10 log

10

H k

(10)

k 0

and evaluated for both the original and equalized
responses. This error criterion was also evaluated for both

Initial moothing windows
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a second acoustic impulse response which is different to
the initial one, and its corresponding equalized response
using the same inverse filter used to equalize the initial
one; assessing in this way potential robustness of the
proposed method to possible changes in the listener
position inside the room.
The results for magnitude equalization are tabulated
below in the form of the objective error criterion
evaluated for both original and equalized responses. The
magnitude responses of the two cases (initial and second)
for both original and equalized are shown in Figure 5.

0

Table 1. Objective error criterion (dB) evaluated for both
original and equalized responses.
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7.46
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Response (dB)
3.54
5.26
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These results indicate a significant reduction of the
objective error criterion as it can be seen as spectral
magnitude deviation from flatness for both cases (Figure
5). The subjective testing was also evaluated by listening
tests through headphones using Matlab`s Audio Tools and
a reverberated anechoic speech as the original signal test.
The subjective results indicated a significant perceptual
preference for the equalized signal over the original.
These results can be considered as promising for the case
of possible changes in the listener position inside the
room.
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Figure 3. Smoothed impulse response h 3 n
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Figure 4. Partial minimum-phase inverse impulse response
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g cs , mp 1 / 8 n calculated using the iterative version of the

Figure 1. Measured acoustic impulse response
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Figure 5 – 1. Deviation of magnitude response from flatness
(a) Initial original response, b) Equalized response
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Figure 5 – 2. Deviation of magnitude response from flatness
a) Second original response, b) Equalized response

CONCLUSIONS

Equalization filters design based on iterative simple
complex smoothing has been proposed for room
equalization. The algorithm can be useful in cases of long
duration acoustic impulse responses since it results in
impulse responses of reduced complexity which preserve
the initial transient data that are significant to the listener.
The algorithm also gives the possibility of stopping the
smoothing process when the corresponding equalization
filter produces some pre-determined equalized magnitude
response.
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